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FREQUENCIES
Albert Einstein tried to imagine what it would be like to ride on a beam of light.
As Max Planck saw with his own eyes, physical bodies give off light. I like to recall that the first quantum physics, a little over a hundred years ago now, called this light back-body
radiation. Light became tangible while matter was mystified through the use of a language steeped in mystery. A black body absorbed all light, sharing none of it. It reflected neither
orange nor green nor blue: no color, only black. This absorption heated it up, and it then emitted light according to the temperature it had reached. Black bodies give off light at the red end
of the spectrum at relatively low temperatures and at the blue end at higher temperatures. Ever since then, high energy has been associated with the colors blue, violet and –beyond the
range visible to the human eye- with ultraviolet and gamma rays. Meanwhile, low energy means tones of red and orange and the invisible radiation of the infrared spectrum and
microwaves.
The synthesis effort brings us at last to the artwork Frequencies. What light is emitted by each of the elements of the periodic table? Broken down by Newton’s prism, the genome of each
atom is revealed. A secret hidden right under our eyes for thousands of years which gave rise to the Atomic Theory of Niels Bohr and so many others. Frequencies takes us through the
hundred-odd different atoms accepted by nature as if we were reciting an alphabet whose letters correspond to lines of colors with well defined Hertzian frequencies. The surplus energy of
the atom in question is transformed into evanescent photons. The emitted radiation makes visible the allowed electronic jumps triggered by temperature and life.
Frequencies allows us to experience hands on the atomic heartbeat of matter. It takes us inside a poetry written in this fundamental alphabet. It lets us touch the spectral lines, and walk
there, observe the splitting of the lines and detect the most subtle atomic quantum states.
Light is born of matter, it is part of matter. Black bodies are the starting points where the journey Einstein dreamed of begins.

JOSEP PERELLÓ
Matter Alight
Frequencies Catalogue, 2009

FREQUENCIES
Audiovisual installation

This installation requires the construction of a cubic space, painted in silver, with walls at a slight incline, opening towards the projector and the ceiling as shown in
the diagram. In this way the light from the projector is reflected on the walls, the floor and the ceiling. The rest of the space is grey. Continuous projection of a 39
minutes video. (Space 18 x 10 m)
FREQUENCIES is based on the elements of the Periodic Table and allows us to imagine how the spectrum of light that identifies each element
combines with the others, thus offering a metaphor for creation. It underlines the fact that everything that exists is made up of a particular composition
of these primal elements, which are actually the alphabet of our life.
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FREQUENCIES has been presented in :
Exhibition FREQÜÈNCIES
Centre d’Art Santa Mònica, Barcelona
Sept. – Nov. 2009
Exhibition FRECUENCIAS
MACUF, La Coruña
Dec. 2010 - June 2011
Exhibition LIGHT YEARS
Tabacalera, Madrid
Sept. – Nov. 2012
Exhibition LIGHT YEARS
Centro Nacional de las Artes, Mèxic DF
May - August 2015
Exhibition LIGHT YEARS
Queretaro, Mèxic
Sept. – Nov. 2015
Exhibition LIGHT YEARS
Museo de Arte Contemporáneo
Panamá
July - August 2017

CATALOGUES:
FREQÜÈNCIES . FRECUENCIAS . FREQUENCIES
Eugènia Balcells
Edition:
Arts Santa Mònica. Generalitat de Catalunya
MEIAC Junta de Extremadura
ACTAR
ISBN 978-84-92861-03-3

WEBS:
http://www.universoeugeniabalcells.com/
http://araahoranow.blogspot.com.es/
www.eugeniabalcells.com

HOMAGE TO THE ELEMENTS
HOMAGE TO THE ELEMENTS was conceived as a counterpoint to Eugènia Balcells' video installation FREQUENCIES, an endless film in which the luminous fingerprint that each element
emits merges with those from others, thus delivering a metaphor of the origin of the universe. Her creative view of light and matter has reunited two icons of physics and chemistry in a
single image for the first time: the emission spectra and the periodic table.
When a substance is heated to very high temperatures, every element present in it emits light of specific frequencies that can be seen in a spectrum as a collection of colorful lines, from
violet to red, covering the whole rainbow. These spectra can be elegantly simple, like those of americium, polonium or einsteinium, or exuberantly complex, like those of iron, xenon and
many others. In all cases these lines identify the elements in an unequivocal way, and constitute the first known bar code.
The light of the elements is present in our daily life: Street lamps, light bulbs and fluorescent lamps. It is also present in the color of the flames of the kitchen stove, which change when the
soup splashes or in the sparks displayed by fireworks colored by the elements incorporated into the magic gunpowder for that very purpose.
There is both history and poetry in the spectra of the elements. They were instrumental in identifying several elements for the first time, which was achieved by the spectroscopists Bunsen
and Kirchhoff. The discovery of gallium, scandium and germanium by the same method confirmed Mendeleev's predictions, which gave a decisive impetus to the periodic classification of
the elements, around which the knowledge of contemporary chemistry is structured. The names of some elements remind us of the color of their most intense spectral line: Cesium, from
the Latin "caesius" or sky-blue; rubidium from "rubidus" or deep red; thallium from the Greek "thallós", twig, referring to its green line or "indium" from the indigo line of this element. The
spectrum of a new substance isolated by Marie and Pierre Curie presented two beautiful red bands, a line in blue-green and two faint lines in violet, and validated the presence of a new
element, radium. Of all these stories, Homage to the Elements offers us an evocation, and fosters our reflections on the essence of matter, its energy, its light.

Santiago Alvarez
Professor in the Department of Inorganic Chemistry at the University of Barcelona

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

HOMAGE TO THE ELEMENTS
Mural of 6,5 x 2,5 m.
Consist of 112 elements of 34 x 24 cm.

Each of the 112 elements is printed on a 3mm aluminum plate and can be installed directly to the wall.
The size of the mural can be adapted to the available space.
The names of elements can be printed in any language.

The whole back wall should be painted silver and the ordering of the elements should follow the order of the periodic table.
Lighting: Wash wall with light to the maximum possible height to avoid reflections.

The mural HOMAGE TO THE ELEMENTS has been presented:

Exhibition FREQÜENCIES
Centre d’Art Santa Mònica, Barcelona
Sept. – Nov. 2009
Exhibition FREQÜENCIES
MACUF, La Coruña
Dec. 2010 - June 2011
Exhibition LIGHT YEARS
Tabacalera, Madrid
Sept. – Nov. 2012
Exhibition LIGHT YEARS
Centro Nacional de las Artes, Mèxic DF
May - August 2015
Exhibition LIGHT YEARS
Queretaro, Mèxic
Sept. – Nov. 2015
Exhibition LIGHT YEARS
Museo de Arte Contemporáneo
Panamá
July - August 2017

HOMAGE TO THE ELEMENTS is permanently installed in:
- Library of the Faculty of Physics and Chemistry of the University of Barcelona
- Entrance hall of the Centre d’Investigació i Desenvolupament del CSIC in Barcelona

Is part of the permanent collection:
- Technische Universität Berlin, Germany
- University of Erlangen a Nurenberg, Germany

CATALOGUES:
AÑOS LUZ . LIGHT YEARS
Eugènia Balcells
Organized by Eulàlia Bosch
Ministerio de Educación Cultura y Deporte de España
ISBN 9788481 815221

WEBS:
http://www.universoeugeniabalcells.com/
http://araahoranow.blogspot.com.es/
http://eugeniabalcellsfoundation.org/home/

Between 1981 and 1982, on the strength of a series of contacts with American musicians, notably
Peter van Riper, and as a continuation of her exploration of the relations between sounds and
images in her film 133 (1979), she produced a series of works entitled SOUND WORKS.
Her exploration of the limits of visual perception in two 1980s video installations — COLOR
FIELDS, presented at the 1st National Video Festival at the Círculo de Bellas Artes in Madrid
(1984), and TV WEAVE, presented at the Institute for Art and Urban Resources, P.S.1, New York
(1985) — brought her to a new understanding of the electronic image. With this work (2006-2007)
she took part in the exhibition First Generation – Art and image in movement organized by the
Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía.
This show was articulated around the works and ideas of the first artists to use video in their work
anywhere in the world.
Our confrontation as human beings with our own existence and the harmonies and dissonances
in our interpersonal relations are the central themes of works such as THEY REST AS IN THE
MATERNAL HOME I and II, IN TRANSIT and SYNCHRONIES, presented at the Museo Nacional
Centro de Arte Reina Sofía in Madrid in 1995.
Eugènia Balcells was born in Barcelona, where she later received a Diploma in Technical
Architecture. The daughter and granddaughter of architects and inventors, her daily contact with
all kinds of instruments and devices related to vision, optics and mathematics started her off on
an apprenticeship in the fragile balance between the material and the intangible, the illusory and
the exact.
She moved to New York in 1968 and completed her training at the University of Iowa, where she
was awarded an M.A. in Art in 1971. She then alternated between Barcelona and New York until
1979, when she made the United States her fixed place of residence. Since 1988 she has once
again divided her time between the two cities.
She started out on her artistic career in the mid seventies in the context of conceptual art, and
was one of the pioneers of experimental cinema and audio-visual art in this country. Her first
installations, films and videos that can be identified with the critical-sociological current, deal with
themes relating to contemporary consumer society and the effects of the media on mass culture.
Towards the end of the seventies Eugènia Balcells began using the circle in some of her most
important works, on the one hand as a physical description of the motion of a camera located in
the center of the space, and on the other as a formal concept employed in the compositional
structure of the installation. This strategy can be seen in the film FUGA [Escape] (1979), in the
video INDIAN CIRCLE (winner of the Grand Prix at the 1ère Manifestation Internationale de Vidéo
in Montbeliard, 1982) and the video installation FROM THE CENTER (awarded a prize at the
Visual Studies Workshop, Rochester, NY, 1983).

In the installation PASSING THROUGH LIMITS—part of the exhibition SEEING THE LIGHT at
the Museu d’Art Contemporani de Barcelona (MACBA) in 1996— she addressed the interaction
of the complementary functions of two hemispheres of the human brain. The six translucent
screens permeated by images from two opposing projectors suggested a metaphor for the
coexistence of intuitive and rational worlds.
Her work comprises a large number of audio-visual installations. At times she reflects explicitly on
the light, one of the interests that runs through all of her researches as a creative artist and a
teacher. Her most recent work for a public space is the illuminated garden GARDEN OF LIGHTCOLLSEROLA (2003), a permanent installation in the Ciutat Meridiana subway station in
Barcelona.
Eugènia Balcells’ interest in everyday objects—already evident in such early works as
SUPERMERCART, CLEAR BOOKS—is the basis for her exploration of the human habitat by
way of the objects found in each space and their symbolic and energetic presence. The exhibition
IN THE HEART OF THINGS consists of five audio-visual installations that correspond to the
essential spaces of a house—LIVING ROOM, KITCHEN, DINING ROOM, BEDROOM and
BATHROOM—and was presented at Tinglado 2 in Tarragona in 1998.
Another work that uses everyday objects, RODA DO TEMPO [TIME WHEEL], is a reflection on
time: the cyclical time of nature, the dialectic time of history, subjective time, imaginary time, the
non-existence of time, the coexistence of all time. This installation was commissioned by the
Centre Cultural Banco do Brasil in Rio de Janeiro in 2001.

In a number of her works Eugènia Balcells has engaged with the image and the role of women in
culture and the need to pay tribute to the legacy of history (CROSSING THROUGH
LANGUAGES, PORTABLE ALBUM), and she depicts woman in constant transformation
immersed in the waves of the sea as a metaphor for life in A SPACE OF ONE’S OWN (2000).
This homage to Virginia Woolf was commissioned by the Centre de Cultura Contemporània de
Barcelona (CCCB) and explores the boundaries between the inner and exterior worlds.

In February 2010, Eugenia Balcells was awarded by the King of Spain the Gold Medal to the
Fine Arts Merit.
In 2010, her exhibition FREQUENCIES was awarded by the Generalitat de Catalunya the
2010 National Prize for the Visual Arts.

By way of welcome to the new millennium she created TOAST (Invitation to Abundance) (19992000), presented at the Galeria Alter Ego in Barcelona and the Casa de las Américas in Madrid.
This work invokes abundance, plenitude, happiness and festivity in a celebration of life that invites
us to fill our glasses and toast our best wishes.
Her installation ON AND ON (2000)—a synthetic work that uses everyday objects and rhythmic
sound to generate a new poetic experience of perception—recently formed part of the exhibition
The Discreet Charm of Technology - Arts in Spain at the MEIAC museum in Badajoz and the
ZKM Center for Art and Media in Karlsruhe, Germany. This installation was also presented in
2009 at the Fontana d’Or in Girona.
Eugènia Balcells exhibition FREQUENCIES revolves around color as the element that
distinguishes—at once enabling and delimiting—perception. In this work she sets out to create
almost holographic images in which different planes coexist in order to represent reality as a
tissue of frequencies. The poetic nature of the work is underpinned by the encounter between
science and the arts, always so fragile and so potent. This project was presented in 2009 at Arts
Santa Mònica in Barcelona and at the Museo de Arte Contemporáneo Gas Natural-Fenosa de la
Coruña (MACUF) in 2010-2011. It is composed of four installations: FREQUENCIES, COLOR
WHEEL, LABYRINTH and MARBLE and it culminates with the film RICE IS PLANTED WITH
RICE, that documents the projects by schools and universities after visiting the exhibition.
In 2012 her exhibition LIGHT YEARS was presented at Tabacalera in Madrid. This exhibition is
composed of two installations: UNIVERS and FREQUENCIES, a mural: HOMAGE TO THE
ELEMENTS, a film GLIMPSE OF THE UNIVERSE and a space for documentation and activities.
This exhibition started the international itinerancy in Mexico in 2015, in the Centro Nacional de las
Artes, in DF, and in Queretaro, and in July 2017 was presented in Panamá.
In recent years Eugènia Balcells has combined intense creative activity with teaching at a
number of centers and universities. In her workshops she engages with light as creative
essence, integrating into her vision different forms of knowledge such as philosophy,
literature, poetry and physics.

http://www.eugeniabalcells.com

araahoranow.blogspot.com.es

http://www.universoeugeniabalcells.com

EUGÈNIA BALCELLS FOUNDATION
Introduction

The Eugènia Balcells Foundation was set up in 2014 in New York, where the artist lived for over twenty years, and in September of that year its Barcelona branch was officially opened (Fundación
Eugènia Balcells, FEB).
During these two years of working life, the Foundation has drawn up its list of patrons, including some of the individuals who have encouraged Eugènia Balcells’ work since the early days:
John Berger, writer and art critic; Carlos Cavallé, emeritus Director General of IESE; Roald Hoffmann, Nobel Prizewinner for Chemistry in 1981; Federico Mayor Zaragoza, Director General of
UNESCO from 1987 to 1999; S. Mohanambal, doctor of holistic and ayurvedic medicine; Phyllis Montgomery, Curator of the Ellis Island Immigration Museum in NY and Leopoldo Rodés, Chairman
of the Board of the Fundación MACBA.
The FEB is now working on setting up a board to finance the production of new work and facilitate the organisation of the exhibitions already envisaged in the current work plan.
With the exhibition FREQUENCIES, shown at the Centre d’Art Santa Mònica (Santa Mónica Arts Centre) in Barcelona in 2009, Eugènia Balcells won the Premio Nacional de Artes Visuales (National
Prize for Visual Arts) awarded by the Generalitat de Catalunya. This came a few months after she had been honored by H.M. the King with the gold Medalla al Mérito en las Bellas Artes (Medal of
Merit in Fine Arts), 2009.
Since then, the project that began with FREQUENCIES has done nothing but grow. First, it led to LIGHT YEARS, an exhibition that follows in the very old artistic tradition of using the language of the
arts to communicate an interpretation of the reality of any given moment in history to the general public.
This exhibition was presented in Tabacalera, Madrid in 2012 and traveled to the Centro Nacional de las Artes in Mexico City in May 2015 and in November of the same year was presented in
Queretaro, Mexico. In july 2017 has been presented in Museo de Arte Contemporáneo (Museum of Contemporary Art) in Panama.
This long career of artistic research is now channeled in the following ongoing projects:
- The presentation of the exhibition project LIGHT YEARS in the Science Museum CosmoCaixa in Barcelona. This will be the first time that this exhibition will be presented by a center dedicated to
the history of science and the contemporary scientific research.
- The itinerancy of LIGHT YEARS continues at the Contemporary Art Museums of Bogotá-Colombia, Rosario-Argentina and in Japan.
- The exhibition REPRISE, bringing together three pieces of work, ATRAVESANDO LENGUAGES (ACROSS LANGUAGES), RE-PRISE and BOY MEETS GIRL, created by Eugènia Balcells in the
1970s, as part of a project organised by the Centre d’Art Santa Mònica in Barcelona in May 2017. The artist has found fresh ways to present these pieces for this show.
- Participation in the exhibition on the photo-novel due to open at the Musée des Civilisations de l’Europe et de la Méditerranée (Museum of European and Mediterranean Civilisations) in Marseille in
December 2017, with the piece FIN (END).
- The FEB is currently working on the presentation of the exhibition project LEGACY in the city of Barcelona. This is a large-scale exhibition that looks at the human knowledge contained in a large
inherited library. Through a series of murals and multimedia installations Eugènia Balcells proposes a way to visualize the multiple layers of the comprehension of reality that have been compiled
through human history.

For more details about the activities of the Foundation, see: http://eugeniabalcellsfoundation.org

